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The discreet little info that goes unnoticed! The Vatican can again use bank cards and this thanks 
to a Swiss company created by Swiss banks: “  The cantonal banks, the Raiffeisen Group, 
various regional banks, the Migros Bank and the Coop Bank as well as private and commercial 
banks  ” ( source here ), a company specializing in contactless payments . This is not a small 
info, it's actually a big info!!! The banking system has cut off supplies to the Vatican, no more 
electronic cards to collect money from tourists, nothing, nada! The Vatican was temporarily 
disconnected from the Swift system as was Iran following international sanctions, which caused 
it to lose 1,170,000 euros between the beginning and the end of this story, that is to say 39 days. 
The pope resigns and it's the return of the banks, isn't there something behind all this? There's 
something not very clear there, and it's really nothing divine... 

This may seem surreal to some, but the day after the announcement of the forthcoming 
resignation of Benedict XVI, it was announced on Tuesday that payment by bank cards is 
once again possible inside Vatican City. He had been suspended just over six weeks ago 

due to a decision by the Bank of Italy. This service is now provided by a Swiss company. The 
director of the Holy See's Press Office, Father Federico Lombardi, welcomed this good news for 
“pilgrims and tourists”. 

In a press release, Aduno SA, a company of the Swiss Aduno group, indicated that it now 
handles the processing of all electronic card transactions in the Vatican. The payment terminals 
will be “of the latest generation”, underlined the Swiss company. Tourists around the world can 
pay for museum tickets, souvenirs and books "cashless, easily and quickly", the company says. 

The measure caused a shortfall 
Payments by credit card had been suspended since the beginning of January 2013. Tourists and 
regulars of the Vatican then had to pay their expenses in cash, unless they had a card from the 
IOR, the Institute for Works of Religion , the “Vatican bank”. This decision would have caused 
the Vatican to lose nearly 30,000 euros a day. 

The measure was officially motivated by the lack of authorization from the Italian central bank 
to Deutsche Bank Italia, supplier of credit card payment terminals on Vatican territory. Some 
have alleged that the block was requested by the Bank of Italy in the face of suspicions of money 
laundering in the Vatican. (with apic/imedia) 
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Source: en.radiovaticana.va 



Now, taking Pierre Jovanovic's interpretation regarding the apocalypse according to Saint 
John and more particularly Benedict XVI: 

Remember. I assumed that the Vatican, having become a "Kingdom" (in the true sense of the 
term with the Lateran Pacts signed under Mussolini), suddenly the "  7 heads who are also 7 
kings  " are the last 7 Popes. The first 7 are not, by definition, monarchs… just representatives of 
Peter. 

From that moment, it was enough for me to count the popes from Lateran and to transpose the 
words of the Angel. I remember having already explained that on the air during the Press 
Review: the Angel says, for the place occupied by Benedict XVI, "  I am going to vomit you out 
of my mouth  " and that because of that he will leave the vatican 

Source: Pierre Jovanovic's blog 

Was Benoit XVI expelled from the Vatican? Forced to resign for a question of money? 
That would go well with the "I'll spew you out of my mouth" no? 

 


